
Preparatory Lab Exercise 
CYB 670 labs are intended to test your accumulated body of knowledge garnered throughout the UMGC 
cybersecurity program. You are expected to complete the labs using the supplied scenario-based 
information. 

You are expected to work independently but can collaborate with classmates. Do not copy content from the 
internet or other sources. Help provided by lab assistants will be restricted to technical or operational issues 
with the lab environment. 

Lab Resources Needed for the Preparatory Exercises 
• WINATK01 (Windows)
• Username: StudentFirst

Password: Cyb3rl@b

Additional Instructions 
• Moving Files Between Lab VM and Workspace VM
• Instructions apply to any lab-related task that requires file movement between a lab VM and the

workspace VM. Instructions are located at the end of Lab 1.

Lab 1: Security Baseline - Preparatory Exercise 

Purpose 

These exercises intend to provide you with skills or a review of the tools and techniques used to establish an IT 
cybersecurity baseline of a networked system (computer systems and network status). 

Before you can determine what anomalies exist on a networked system, you must ascertain its state. This will 
include scanning the computer system with tools to determine what vulnerabilities and configuration issues exist. 

If you are new to some of the tools, you should perform the exercise related to those tools, as these exercises will 
address the specific areas or features of the tools. 

Technologies and Tools Covered 

• Nessus
• Yara
• Thunderbird

Nessus 

Used to scan a computer system to determine its security baseline. 

1) Accessing Nessus



• A Nessus Web Client shortcut has been created and placed in the Applications subfolder of your Lab
Resources folder. Double-click on the shortcut to take you to the Nessus Web Client log-in page.



Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

• On the Nessus Web Client log-in page, you will log in with your specific UMGC credential (the credential
used to access your LEO classroom). Enter your credential and click Sign In.

Source: Nessus, UMGC Virtual Labs 

Note: Be aware that that above credential is different from the usual StudentFirst/Cyb3rl@b credential. 



• Once successfully signed in, you will be taken to the Nessus Scans page by default. From this page, you
can create a new scan. Click the New Scan blue button to create a new scan.

Source: Nessus, UMGC Virtual Labs 

Note: The Nessus Scans page may show a list of scans created by other users. Don't be alarmed if you see that 
list, and don't copy or alter any scan that you did not create yourself. This time, the My Scans page is empty. 

2) Running a Basic Network Scan

a) You will be presented with scan templates. Choose the Basic Network Scan template to create a new
scan based on that template.

Source: Nessus, UMGC Virtual Labs 

b) Choosing the template will bring you to the following page, where you'll need to provide information for
the highlighted boxes as depicted below.



Source: Nessus, UMGC Virtual Labs 

c) You can obtain the IP addresses of the target machines. You will scan WINTGT01 VM for this analysis.
From Lab Broker, write down the IP address of the VM, or use the copy function as highlighted in
theScreenshot below to copy the IP address of the VM.

Source: Lab Broker, UMGC Virtual Labs 

Note: Notice that this IP address may change for your allocated VM. 

d) Choose a name for your scan and provide the IP addresses of machines you'd like to scan by typing or
pasting a previously copied IP address in the Targets box. In this example, we'll name the scan
MyFirstScan (if this already exists, create your own name) and provide the IP address to the current
WINTGT01 VM. Click Save to continue.

Note: 
(i) Make sure to enable the Show Dashboard selection.
(ii) Note that your VM IP address may be different for different VMs.



Source: Nessus, UMGC Virtual Labs 

Note: The Nessus Scans page may show a list of scans created by other users. Your newly created scan will be 
placed at the button by default. Make sure you scroll to the bottom of the list and locate your scan. Again, do not 
copy or alter other users' scans. 

e) Now, it's time to run the saved scan. After creating and saving a scan, by default, it will be placed under
My Scans. If you create more than one scan, they'll all be listed by default under My Scans as well. Click
and highlight the scan that you want to run and click on the triangular play button, the launch button,
to start running your scan. Once the scan is successfully launched, your page will change as depicted
below.

Source: Nessus, UMGC Virtual Labs 

f) After your scan is completed (successfully or not), the page will update showing the scan completion
date and time as depicted below.



Source: Nessus, UMGC Virtual Labs 

g) Click on your scan to view the results with a dashboard containing multiple links to the detailed
information related to the following:

• the hosts' scans
• the vulnerabilities found
• the history of running a particular scan

h) The My Scans folder displays the scan you just created. Review and analyze your scan results and
incorporate them in your final report.

Source: Nessus, UMGC Virtual Labs 

i) You can now check the other tabs. Click the Hosts tab at the top of the view.



Source: Nessus, UMGC Virtual Labs 

j) Click the History tab.

Source: Nessus, UMGC Virtual Labs 

Explore this page and familiarize yourself. 

Yara 

Used to scan files to look for signatures of malware. 

1) Syntax of YARA Rules

At its most basic, the following is the syntax of a YARA ruleset: 

rule RuleName 
{ 

strings: 

$test_string1="Testing" 

$test_string2= 
{E1 D2 
C3 B4} 

Conditions: 
$test_string1 or $test_string2 

} 



2) Running YARA in the Lab From the WINATK01 VM

a) The Yara.exe files can be found in the Applications folder of the Lab Resources folder of the WINATK01
lab VM.

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

b) Create a folder on the C:\ drive of your WINATK01 Lab VM and name it Yara.
c) Copy and paste the YARA executable files (yara64.exe and yarac64.exe) into the Yara folder.

Source: Windows, UMGC Virtual Labs 

d) Open the Command prompt by clicking on the shortcut in the Lab Resources > Applications folder.



Source: Windows, UMGC Virtual Labs 

e) At the command prompt, type the following to change to the Yara directory that you created:
cd c:\yara 

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

f) Type the following to display the Yara help information:

yara64 – h 



Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

3) Within the Yara folder on the C:\ drive, create two test files. Name the first test file bc.txt and the second
file bcyara.yar (make sure to change the file extension from .txt to .yar).
a) Edit the bcyara.yar file to include the lines of code as depicted below.

Note: YARA is case-sensitive. Type accordingly. Pay attention to formatting.

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

b) Edit the bc.txt file to include the phrase Business Confidential (including any random text).



Source: Notepad, UMGC Virtual Labs 

c) Save another copy of bc.txt as bc1.txt, changing the uppercase "B" to lowercase "b" and the uppercase
"C" to lowercase "c."

Source: Notepad, UMGC Virtual Labs 

d) Run YARA by typing the following command:

yara64 bcyara.yar c:\yara or yara64 bcyara.yar . (where "." = current Yara directory)

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

Notice that the YARA scan result returned two files, the bc1.txt, and the bcyara.yar, containing the string "business 
confidential." Also notice that it did not return the bc.txt file because of the case sensitivity. Editing the bcyara.yar file 
and adding nocase to the end of the first strings: line will change this. 



Source: Notepad, UMGC Virtual Labs 

Running YARA with the edited rules file will now flag any file that contains "business confidential" regardless of 
the case of the letters that make up the words. 

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

Using Mozilla Thunderbird 

Mozilla Thunderbird, a free open-source email client, is installed on the WINATK01 lab VM for opening and 
viewing email files associated with this lab.  This email client is used to read the given email files for the Project 1 
lab. 

Note: Thunderbird will not need to have internet access to open those email files, nor will it need to be set up with 
an actual email account or server. This is for testing and learning purposes only. 

1. Downloading and Opening the Exported Email Files with the Thunderbird application.

It is now time to run Thunderbird from the WINATK01 VM.

a) Access the Mozilla Thunderbird application located in the Lab Resources -> Applications folder of
the WINATK01 VM. Then double-click to open the application in the Applications folder.



               Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs

Note:
After opening the Thunderbird application, you will see the user interface (Ul) of the application as shown 
below. Notice that the default Set Up an Existing Email Account window opens, but you will use Newsgroup 
instead. Click Cancel to get rid of that window.

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs

b) Now carefully use the following multi-step process to create a Newsgroup account using the Mozilla

Thunderbird application.

[A] Click on the Newsgroup link and enter the StudentFirst@daas.umgc.edu email address to set up a Newsgroup 

account as shown in the screenshot below. Then click Next when finished.



Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs

Note: The Student First email address is not a real email address and is used only for the purpose of learning in this lab. 

[B] Enter news.daas.umgc.edu (1) server as shown and click Next (2). Click Next again to complete the account creation
process when prompted. Review the account details and click Finish (3).

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs

Note: The news.daas.umgc.edu server is not a real news server and is used only for the purpose of learning in this lab. 



[C] Now that the Newsgroup account is created, you can click the View settings for this account link to view the
account details.

Downloading the Email Zip File

In the following steps, you will download the email zip file and open it with the Mozilla Thunderbird application.

a. As in the previous steps, carefully follow the multi-step process below to download the cyb670 email.zip file
as indicated in the screenshots below.

(1) Download the given cyb670 email.zip file by double-clicking on the link located in the Lab Resources >
Resources shortcut.
(2) After downloading the compressed .zip files, right-click to extract the files using the 7-zip application.
(3) When prompted, use the Student First password (Cyb3rl@b) to extract the compressed file. In the real
world, the best practice is to refrain from selecting the Show password to not expose your password.

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs



b) After downloading and extracting the compressed .zip files, the content of cyb670 email folder can be
accessed from the Downloads folder (1). Notice the list of the email files (2).

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs



Follow the previous steps to open and read the other three emails. This ends the process of using Mozilla 
Thunderbird. 

Note: After performing the above steps, you should be able to simply double-click and view the content of the 
remaining email files without being prompted multiple times to provide the setup information. 

Moving Files Between Lab VM and Workspace VM 

c) After extracting the files, double-click on an email file from the previous step to unzip or open it with
Thunderbird as indicated in the screenshots below. Finally, click OK (1) and review (2) the email content.
What does the email content say?

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs

mailto:StudentFirst@daas.umgc.edu


Some of your labs may require you to submit files from your lab exercises or to use files not in your lab VM to complete 
a lab. To move files to/from the lab VM, follow the instructions from the links below based on the operating system of 
the lab VM and the download and upload from lab computers to move files between your UMGC lab environment to 
your local computer: 

Copy and Paste (Windows File Transfer) 
Copy and Paste (Linux File Transfer) 
Download and Upload Files from Lab Computers 

Note: When asked to scan files with online tools only accessible via your workspace VM, these steps for copying 
and retrieving allow you to move those files from the lab VM to the workspace VM to get them uploaded to the 
online tools (e.g., scanning a file using www.virustotal.com). 

https://www.umgc.edu/help/help-topic.cfm?title=Virtual-Lab-UMUC-Virtual-Environment-Copy-and-Paste-Windows-File-Transfer&amp;table=FAQ_IT__kav&amp;action=getArticle
https://www.umgc.edu/help/help-topic.cfm?title=Virtual-Lab-UMUC-Virtual-Environment-Copy-and-Paste-Linux-File-Transfer&amp;table=FAQ_IT__kav&amp;action=getArticle
https://www.umgc.edu/help/help-topic.cfm?title=Virtual-Lab-UMUC-Virtual-Environment-Download-and-Upload-Files-from-Lab-Computers&amp;table=FAQ_IT__kav&amp;action=getArticle


Lab 2: Defensive Monitoring - Preparatory Exercises Purpose 
The purpose of Lab 2 is to help you understand the tools and techniques that are used to establish an IT 
cybersecurity defensive monitoring capability of network and computer systems.

Technologies and Tools That Will Be Covered 
• Wireshark
• Snort

•  

Wireshark 

Wireshark is used to capture live network traffic for analysis, save that capture, and load the saved captures 
(called .pcap files) for analysis. Refer to the other projects for detaied information on this application.

1) Running Wireshark

a) Open Wireshark using the shortcut as indicated below from the Lab Resources folder under the
Applications folder.

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

b) Once Wireshark opens, notice the available network adapters from which traffic can be
captured.

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs

b) Once Wireshark opens, notice the available network adapters from which traffic can be captured.



Source: Wireshark, UMGC Virtual Labs 

2) Capturing Network Traffic.

a) From the list of available network adapters, select both Ethernet and daaslab as shown in the
screenshot below. Use the Command key (Mac) or the Control key (Windows) to be able to select
both network adapters simultaneously.

Source: Wireshark, UMGC Virtual Labs 

b) Click Capture from the menu bar and then click Start.



k 

Source: Wireshark, UMGC Virtual Labs 

c) Several panes will populate. Once you are satisfied with your capture, stop it by clicking the
red square Stop button as depicted below.

Source: Wireshark, UMGC Virtual Labs 

d) Once you stop the capture, notice the total number of packets captured. Click File on the
menu bar and Save from the File menu.



Source: Wireshark, UMGC Virtual Labs 

3) Opening and Analyzing a .pcap File

In this section, you will first generate a couple of meaningful network activities, capture the 
traffic, and save it for future analysis. 

a) Get some IP information from your lab virtual machine. Open the Command prompt and run
the following command, ipconfig and hit Enter.

b) Note the various IP addresses assigned to your WINATK01 virtual machine (note that only the
daaslab adapter will be the same as yours).

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

c) Type the following and enter it at the command prompt: ping NIXRCC01
d) Take note of the IP address of your Linux command and control VM.



Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

e) Now, launch Wireshark and start capturing on the daaslab and the Local Area Connection 2
adapters.

f) With the capture running on the WINATK01 VM, do the following: Open the command

prompt and type: ping 192.168.10.121

g) Open the Lab Resources folder. Double-click the Resources link and click the WP Exploit links
present on the page (regardless of what project they are under).

h) You should be presented with a page similar to the one in the followingScreenshot.

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

i) Click Choose File and navigate to the Sample Pictures folder on the VM. Choose the
Desert.jpg file and click Upload.

Source: Windows, UMGC Virtual Labs 



j) After uploading the sample picture, stop the Wireshark capture and save the .pcap file on the
desktop of the WINATK01 VM as WiresharkExerciseCapture.

k) Double-click to open the capture file from the desktop of the VM.

Source: Wireshark, UMGC Virtual Labs 

Note: In the next part of the exercise, you will only focus on the use of filters, which could help you while working 
on labs involving Wireshark. 

l) Use the filter box labeled with 2 in theScreenshot above to try the following filters:

• ip.addr==192.168.10.121
• ip.addr==192.168.10.121 && ip.addr== 192.168.10.201
• http
• tcp && (!tpkt)
• tcp.port==80
• http && (tcp contains Desert58)



Source: Wireshark, UMGC Virtual Labs 

Snort 

An intrusion detection system/intrusion protection system tool that monitors networks and computer 
connections for anomalies (malware, attacks). 

1) Important Snort Configuration Information

A basic Snort configuration has been installed on the WINATK01 lab VM with the following:

a) Application executable location = C:\snort\bin\Snort.exe
b) Rules file location = C:\snort\rules\cyb670.rules (cyb670.rules to be created by user)
c) Configuration file location = C:\Snort\etc\snort.conf
d) Log file location = C:\Snort\log\alert.ids

2) Command Structure Based on Current Setup

You will use the following command to run Snort and process the cyb670.pcap file using the
cyb670.rules file that you created:

Snort –r C:\Snort\cyb670.pcap –P 5000 –c C:\snort\rules\cyb670.rules –e -X –v –l C:\Snort\log

Where: 

• Snort - Execute the application
• -r --reads and processes the "pcap" file

• -P -- sets the snaplen of a packet to 5000

• -c -- tells Snort to use a particular rules file (cyb670.rules in this case)

• -v --tells Snort to be verbose

• -X   --tells Snort to dump the raw packet data starting at the link layer



3) Running Snort to Process a .pcap File

You are required to run Snort to process the .pcap file provided to you for the Project 2 lab. To
accomplish this task, you'll need to run Snort with the configuration information above in mind.
a) You'll need to place the .pcap file in the Snort directory to shorten the path while executing the Snort

command.
i) In the Wireshark exercise, you created a .pcapng, which you used to do practice packet analysis with

filters. In this Snort exercise, save the WiresharkExerciseCapture.pcapng file as cyb670.pcap (note
the difference in the file extension).

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

b) You'll need to create a cyb670.rules file and place it in the rules directory as indicated above and
depicted below.

Source: Microsoft and Notepad, UMGC Virtual Labs 



c) Each time after running the Snort command, you'll need to navigate to the log directory and open
the alert.ids file using Microsoft WordPad (not Notepad) to view the alerts that were generated by
the command that you run against the .pcap file if any matches were found. You will use WordPad
later in this exercise.

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

d) As Snort processes the .pcap, you'll see the screen dump of the raw data in hex format scroll
through the screen.

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

e) When Snort is done processing, you'll see the stats as a result of your command and the rule you
formulated.



Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

f) Based on the aboveScreenshot of the processing of the cyb670.pcap of this exercise, 654 matches
were found. This was based on the alert rule formulated for this exercise. The alert.ids file will
have the details of the matches, as 654 were also logged.

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 



g) Open the alert.ids file with WordPad to see the details.

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

Lab 3: Ransomware Attack and Mitigation - Preparatory Exercises 

Purpose 

These exercises intend to provide you with skills and a review of the tools and techniques needed to allow you to 
complete the Ransomware Attack and Mitigation lab. 

Technologies and Tools That Will Be Used 
• OurSecret
• CrypTool 2
• Cain and Abel



• Ophcrack

OurSecret 

A steganography tool used to embed or extract a file hidden inside an image file. 

1) Embedding a Text File Into a Picture File

a) Create a folder on the desktop of the WINATK01 VM, and name it OurSecret.
b) Copy the Koala.jpg picture out of the Pictures folder to the OurSecret folder that you just created on the

desktop of the VM.
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c) Create a text file into the OurSecret folder and name it SecretMessage. Type a secret message of your
choice or simply type the one provided to you ("This CYB 670 Secret Message contains important
information that will help you move forward in this course").

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 



d) Launch the OurSecret application from the list of applications provided for CYB 670 labs under the Lab
Resources > Applications folder located on the desktop of your lab VM.

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

e) In OurSecret, follow the steps under the HIDE section. At Step 1, click the Select a carrier file button.

Source: OurSecret, UMGC Virtual Labs 

f) From there, navigate to the OurSecret folder you created on the desktop of the VM.



Source: OurSecret and Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

g) Select the Koala.jpg picture as the carrier file and click Open.
h) At Step 2, click Add from the Add/remove file or message menu item.
i) Navigate to the OurSecret folder on the desktop.
j) Select the secret message text file that you created inside the OurSecret folder on the desktop.
k) Create a password for this task (Secret1).
l) Click Hide.
m) Name the output KoalaHide.
n) A third file (second picture file) will be the name to provide the output.
o) Close the application.

2) Extracting an Embedded Text from a Picture File

a) Launch OurSecret from the list of applications provided for CYB 670 labs under the Lab Resources folder
located on the desktop of the lab VM.

b) Follow the steps under the UNHIDE section of the application interface.
c) At Step 1, click the Specify a carrier file button.
d) Select the KoalaHide picture file from the OurSecret folder on the desktop of the VM and click Open.
e) At Step 2, provide the password that you had created while hiding (Secret1).
f) Click Unhide.
g) Double-click and save the output as SecretMessageUnhide.
h) Close the application and check the content of the OurSecret folder on the desktop.



Source: OurSecret, UMGC Virtual Labs 

i) Compare the files to ensure that the original embedded file content is the same as the original.

CrypTool 2.0 

CrypTool 2 is an open-source e-learning platform for cryptography and cryptanalysis. This tool will be used in 
the Project 3 Lab to decipher a cryptogram. 

1) Launching CrypTool 2.0 Application

a) Launch CrypTool 2.0 (Stable Build 6222.1) from the Lab Resources -> Applications folder as shown.

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 



Source: CrypTool 2, UMGC Virtual Labs 

b) The template will open with a demo setup in the input side on the left as shown. This setup is all you

will need to decrypt the datagram in the Project 3 lab. As previously stated, you may use other online 
tools to decrypt the cryptogram.

2) Decrypting a Cryptogram

a) From the CrypTool 2 Startcenter, choose Monoalphabetic Substitution Analyzer from the predefined 
workflows in the Templates section. To open the demo setup and get started, double-click on 
Monoalphabetic Substitution Analyzer. 

Note: You may also search by typing Monoalphabetic Substitution Analyzer in the search box and hitting Enter. 

Source: CrypTool 2, UMGC Virtual Labs 

Note: Notice that the output at the right side is now empty. You will next activate the decryption process with the Play 
button. 



Source: CrypTool 2, UMGC Virtual Labs 

d) The original message (1) is now decrypted as indicated below. Notice the analyzer (2), the output of the
plaintext (3), the output of the plaintext alphabet (4) and the output of the key (5).

Source: CrypTool 2, UMGC Virtual Labs 

e)

 

Without stopping the decryption process, clear the input ciphertext and replace it with the following texts:

c) Click the Play button on the toolbar of CrypTool to decipher the ciphertext preloaded for the demo setup.

CPZ CGIMZC WO WY BZZOZO CS MZC CPZ FGYYNSIO LGEA. NPZB CPZ CGIMZC ZXGWJY DSQ CPGC CPZ 
FGDXZBC WY XGOZ CPZD NWJJ YZBO DSQ G ESFD ST CPZWI WO.  

Note: You may also stop the decryption process by clicking the Stop button before the text replacement in which 
case you need to click the Play button again. 

As in the previous step, the original message (1) is now decrypted as indicated below. Again, notice the new texts 
(1), the analyzer (2), the output of the plaintext (3), the output of the plaintext alphabet (4) and the output of the key (5). 



Cain and Abel and Ophcrack - Cracking a Password Hash 

Open-source password-cracking tools. 

Note: There are a few websites available where you can crack password hashes without knowing much about 
the password or its complexity. Some of these sites even allow you to create the hash of a password that you 
provide yourself. You may explore and use these sites for the upcoming labs. However, you will use the tools 
installed in the lab environment to accomplish the same tasks. 

1) Exporting Password Hashes Using Cain and Abel

Source: CrypTool 2, UMGC Virtual Labs

This step ends the cryptogram decrypting process. Continue with the Cain and Abel and Ophcrack for cracking 
a password hash. 



In this exercise, you will create two user accounts on the Windows attacker VM, WINATK01. Then, you will 
export the password hashes of the two accounts on this VM to a text file. 

a) Creating the user accounts
i) Launch the command prompt in Admin mode from WINATK01.
ii) User the "net user" command to create the user accounts as follows:

(1) Type: net user /add TestAccount1 Password123
Where TestAccount1 is the user ID and Password123 is the password for that account. 

(2) Type: net user /add TestAccount2 Hardcore

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

b) Exporting the password hashes using Cain and Abel
I. Launch Cain from the list of applications in the Lab Resources folder

under Applications. Cain is shorthand for Cain and Abel.

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

ii. Once Cain opens, click the Cracker tab.
iii. Click LM & NTLM Hashes in the left navigation pane.



iv. Click the blue plus sign to start importing password hashes into the 
cracker. 

 

 

Source: Cain and Abel, UMGC Virtual Labs 
 
 

v. In the Add NT Hashes from window, choose Import Hashes from the local system and click 
Next. 

 
 

Source: Cain and Abel, UMGC Virtual Labs 
 
 

vi. A list of all local accounts with their respective LM and NTLM hashes will be displayed. 
vii. Right-click and remove every account from the list but the two accounts that you created: 

TestAccount1 and TestAccount2. 



 
 

Source: Cain and Abel, UMGC Virtual Labs 

viii. Right-click on any of the blank (white) cells and click Export. 
 

Source: Cain and Abel, UMGC Virtual Labs 
 
 

ix. When prompted, save the output of the export command in the Documents folder and name 
the file HashExport.txt (including the file extension). 

x. Confirm the existence of the file that you just created. 



 
 

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 
 
 

xi. Exit Cain. You have successfully exported the password hashes for those two users that you 
created. 

 
2) Cracking a Password Hash Using Ophcrack 

 
a) Launch Ophcrack from the Applications folder under the Lab Resources folder located on the 

desktop of your lab VM. 
 

 
Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

b) After Ophcrack launches, install two rainbow tables, Vista free and XP free fast, which will help the 
tool successfully crack certain passwords. Both tables are provided and can be downloaded from the 
CYB670 Project Resources page under Project 3. 



 
 

Source: Ophcrack, UMGC Virtual Labs 

c) To download the tables_vista_free.zip file and the tables_XP_free_fast.zip files, click on their 
respective links from the CYB 670 Project Resources page. 

 

Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 
 

d) Observe the file downloads at the bottom of the CYB 670 Project Resources page after clicking on the 
links (you might need to scroll down a bit to be able to see something similar to the image below). 



 
Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

 
 

e) Extract both zip files within their respective folders in the Downloads folder of the VM. 
 

 
Source: Microsoft, UMGC Virtual Labs 

f) From the Ophcrack menu bar, click on Tables to open the Table Selection window. 
 

 
Source: Ophcrack, UMGC Virtual Labs 

g) Highlight the tables to be installed and click Install; point to the folders that you extracted one at the 
time to install the Vista free and XP free fast tables. Then, click OK to close the window. 



 
Source: Ophcrack, UMGC Virtual Labs 

 
 

h) Ensure the Vista free and XP free fast rainbow tables are installed and enabled. Without those 
tables, Ophcrack will fail to crack the passwords being used in this exercise. 

 

Source: Ophcrack, UMGC Virtual Labs 

i) Use the password hash values for the account previously exported to crack them using Ophcrack 
(note that this could have been done in Cain as well). 

C rack the passwords one account at a time. 

(1) Click Load on the Ophcrack menu bar. 

(2) Select Single hash from the load menu options. 
(3) You'll be presented with the following input window. 



 
Source: Ophcrack, UMGC Virtual Labs 

Note: Pay attention to the supported input format allowed in the input box. You will be copying the hashes of 
what you previously exported from Cain and pasting them into the provided input box. You'll notice that the 
format of the exported hashes is slightly different than the format allowed in the input box displayed by 
Ophcrack. Consequently, you'll need to do some minor formatting for your input to be accepted. 

 
j) Copy the hash of TestAccount1 from the exported hashes saved in the HashExport.txt file 
that you created. 

 

Source: Notepad, UMGC Virtual Labs 
 
 

k) Paste the copied line from the HashExport.txt into the Load Single Hash input box provided 
by Ophcrack. 

 

Source: Ophcrack, UMGC Virtual Labs 



l) Reformat your input to match the supported formats. In this case, you will use the format of 
the last line displayed in the window. 

 

Source: Ophcrack, UMGC Virtual Labs 
 
 

m) If your input is formatted correctly, you'll see the TestAccount1 and its NT Hash appear in 
the window as depicted below. 

 

 
Source: Ophcrack, UMGC Virtual Labs 

n) Click Crack to start cracking the password for TestAccount1. 
o) The password (NT Pwd, Password123, will be revealed after a successful cracking. 

 



Source: Ophcrack, UMGC Virtual Labs 

Note: Notice that the Vista free table was used to crack the password for TestAccount1. 
 

Repeat c) ii) to c) vii) for Test Account2. 
 
You have now reached the end of the lab. Close all applications and exit the virtual lab, and make sure that you 
compile your findings in your lab report for submission. 
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